Notebook Operation Guidelines
To the student, and the parent/legal guardian/caregiver
1. Please read this information carefully, making sure you understand your
responsibilities under these guidelines. These guidelines are to be read in conjunction
with the Student Notebook User Agreement
2. The Notebook Operation Guidelines includes information and expectations in
supporting the creation of a "cyber safe" teaching and learning environment for the
Harvester Technical College community.
3. Please bookmark or print off this document for future reference.
Important terms used in this document:
The abbreviation ‘ICT’ in this document refers to the term ‘Information and
Communication Technologies’.
‘Cybersafety’ refers to the safe use of the Internet and ICT equipment/devices,
including mobile phones.
‘College ICT’ refers to the College’s computer network, Internet access facilities,
computers, and other College ICT equipment/devices as outlined below. This also
includes subsidiary or public organisation(s) equipment which may extend and/or be part
of the college network infrastructure.
The term ‘ICT equipment/devices’ used in this document, includes but is not limited to,
computers (such as desktops, Notebooks, iPads), storage devices (such as USB and
flash memory devices, CDs, DVDs, iPads, iPods, MP3 players),cameras (such as video,
digital, webcams), all types of mobile phones, video and audio players/receivers (such
as portable CD and DVD players),gaming devices, and any other, similar, technologies
as they come into use.
We understand that Harvester Technical College will:

• Do its best to keep the College cybersafe, by maintaining an effective cybersafety

•
•
•
•

programme. This includes working to restrict access to inappropriate, harmful or
illegal material on the Internet or College ICT equipment/devices at College or at
College related activities, and enforcing the cybersafety regulations and
responsibilities detailed in its policy documents. This includes protecting designated
users from external or public sources attempting to access the cybersafe
environment within the College
Keep a copy of the signed Student Notebook User Agreement form on file
Respond appropriately to any breaches of the Student Notebook User Agreement
and the Notebook Operation Guidelines
Provide members of the College community with cybersafety education designed to
complement and support the Guidelines and Agreement
Welcome enquiries from students or parents about cybersafety issues.
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Student’s section
My responsibilities include:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

I will read the Student Notebook User Agreement and the Notebook Operation
Guidelines carefully
I will follow the listed cyber safety rules <see Section A (II)> and instructions
whenever I use the College’s computer network, Internet access facilities,
computers and other College ICT equipment/devices
I will also follow the cybersafety rules whenever I am involved with privately-owned
ICT devices/equipment on the College site or at any College-related activity,
regardless of its location
I will avoid any involvement with material or activities which could put at risk my
own safety, or the privacy, safety or security of the College or other members of the
College community
I will take proper care of my computer and other College ICT equipment/devices
and be responsible for its safe storage. I know that if I have been involved in the
damage, loss or theft of ICT equipment/devices, my family may have responsibility
for the cost of repairs or replacement
I will keep up to date with changes to the Student Notebook User Agreement and
the Notebook Operation Guidelines which may change without notice on the College
web site at www.harvestercollege.vic.edu.au
I will ask the relevant staff member if I am not sure about anything to do with these
guidelines and the Notebook User Agreement.
I understand that it is my sole responsibility to regularly back up my work to either
the College network and/or an external source, such as USB drive. I understand that
College staff are not responsible for backing up my work.
I will abide by copyright laws. I understand that downloading any music, videos,
software etc that I do not own is illegal.
I will not interfere with any notebook/ICT device that belongs to another student or
staff member.
I understand that allowing anyone other than myself or college appointed ICT
Support team person to interfere with or use my notebook, iPad or other ICT device
will void the warranty.

I will ensure that my notebook is fully charged for each school day.
I acknowledge that a faulty notebook is not an excuse for late or non
submission of work.
I know and accept that if I breach the terms and expectations in
the Notebook User Agreement and Notebook Operation
Guidelines that there may be serious consequences.
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Section for parents/legal guardians/caregivers
My responsibilities include:

•

I will read this Student Notebook User Agreement and the Notebook Operation
Guidelines documents carefully and discuss it with my son/daughter so we both

•

I will ensure have a clear understanding of my child’s role in the College’s work to
maintain a cybersafe environment

•

I will ensure the Notebook User Agreement is signed by my child and by me, and
returned to the College

•

I will encourage my son/daughter to follow the cyber safety rules and instructions

•

I will contact the College if there is any aspect of the Student Notebook User
Agreement and the Notebook Operation Guidelines that needs clarification.

•

I will ensure that my son/daughter understands and follows their legal copyright
responsibilities.

•

I understand that allowing others, to access or use my son/daughters notebook,
iPad or other ICT device will void the warranty.

I understand that after firstly contacting the campus eLearning coordinator regarding
hardware faults or software problems; it may require the Notebook to be directly taken
by the student or parent/carer for repair to:

CentreCom at 128 Hampshire Road, Sunshine VIC 3020

phone (03) 8311 7600

	
  
	
  
	
  

In	
  reading	
  the	
  Student	
  Notebook	
  User	
  Agreement	
  and	
  the	
  
Notebook	
  Operation	
  Guidelines	
  I	
  understand	
  the	
  importance	
  in	
  
supporting	
  the	
  College’s	
  initiatives	
  to	
  maintain	
  a	
  “cyber	
  safe”	
  
learning	
  environment,	
  including	
  the	
  responsibilities	
  and	
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  involved,	
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  of	
  these	
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  Operational	
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Student Cyber Safety and Acceptable Computer Use Policy
This document is comprised of two sections:
Section A – Cyber safety in the College Environment
(I) Important Harvester Technical College cyber safety initiatives
(II) General cyber safety rules
Section B – Information Specifically For Harvester Technical College Students
(I) Additional information
(II) Additional rules / responsibilities
Instructions for students:
1. You and your parent/legal guardian/caregiver are asked to read Section A
‘Cybersafety in the College Environment’ and Section B
‘Information Specifically for Harvester Technical College Students’ carefully.
2. If help is needed to understand all the language, or there are any points your family
would like to discuss with the College, let the College eLearning Coordinator or campus
Principal know.
3. The student and their parent/legal guardian/caregiver need to sign the Student
Notebook User Agreement.
4. It is important to be aware that changes to these Guidelines and the Student
Notebook User Agreement can occur without notice and will be posted on the College's
website at www.harvestercollege.vic.edu.au

Section A – Cyber safety in the College Environment
SECTION A (I) IMPORTANT HARVESTER TECHNICAL COLLEGE CYBERSAFETY
INITIATIVES
The values promoted by Harvester Technical College include Pride in Learning,
Understanding &Tolerance, Social Justice, Respect oneself, others and the
Environment, Friendship and Loyalty, Responsibility, Honesty & Trust. The measures
introduced are to ensure the cyber safety of the College environment which are outlined
in this document and are based on these core values.
The College’s computer network, Internet access facilities, computers and other College
ICT equipment/devices, such as student Notebooks, bring great benefits to the teaching
and learning programs at Harvester Technical College, and to the effective operation of
the College. However, it is essential that the College endeavours to ensure the safe use
of ICT within the College community.
Harvester Technical College has rigorous cyber safety expectation for its learning
community.
The cybersafety education supplied by the College to its learning community is designed
to complement and support the safe use of ICT. The overall goal of the College in this
matter is to create and maintain a cybersafety College.
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Requirements regarding appropriate use of ICT in the College learning
environment
In order to meet the College’s legislative obligation to maintain a safe physical and
emotional learning environment, and be consistent with the values of the College:
Ø The use of the College’s computer network, Internet access facilities, computers
and other College ICT equipment/devices, including but not limited to iPads, and
student Notebooks, on or off the College site, is limited to educational purposes
appropriate to the College environment. This applies whether or not the ICT
equipment is owned by the user or is owned/leased either partially or wholly by
the College. If any other use is permitted, the user(s) will be informed by the
College.
Ø The College has the right to monitor, access, and review all the usage
undertaken.
Ø The College will use remote access software to ensure appropriate use of ICT
devices and the College network. This includes personal emails sent and
received on the College’s computers and/or network facilities, either during or
outside College hours.
The use of any privately-owned/leased ICT equipment/devices on the College site, or
at any College-related activity must be appropriate to the College environment. This
includes any images or material present/stored on privately-owned/leased ICT
equipment/devices brought onto the College site, or to any College-related activity.
Such equipment/devices could include a Notebook, desktop, iPad, mobile phone,
camera, recording device, or portable storage device (like a USB or flash memory
device). Anyone unsure about whether or not it is appropriate to have a particular device
at College or at a College-related activity, or unsure about whether the planned use of a
particular device is appropriate, should check with the campus principal or eLearning
Coordinator.
Note that examples of a ‘College-related activity’ include, but are not limited to, a field
trip, camp, sporting or cultural event, wherever its location.
When using a global information system such as the Internet, it may not always be
possible for the College to filter or screen all material. This may include material which is
inappropriate in the College environment (such as ‘legal’ pornography), dangerous
(such as sites for the sale of weapons), or illegal.
However, the expectation is that each individual will make responsible use of such
systems. In the event of their use, students must be able to demonstrate their
connection to current classroom learning.
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Monitoring by the College
Harvester Technical College has an electronic access monitoring system which has the
capability to record Internet use, including the user details, time, date, sites visited, and
from which computer or device the http traffic was viewed. The College also has the
ability to remotely monitor College ICT equipment, via logs and real-time screen viewing,
including student Notebooks and iPads. You must not attempt to prevent/ block the
College representatives from remotely monitoring any ICT equipment/device.
The College monitors traffic and material sent and received using the College’s ICT
infrastructures. This will be examined and analysed to help maintain a cybersafe College
environment.
The College will deploy filtering and/or monitoring software where appropriate to restrict
access to certain sites and data, including email.
The College holds the right to access/redirect/stop/copy for evidence of any type of
electronic data and remove inappropriate electronic data without notice.
The College holds the right to lock/disable/remove/modify domain/local computer
accounts in the event of a threat to the College ICT systems. This includes any
electronic devices which are on the premises of the College.

It is the expectation that each individual will be responsible in their
use of ICT.
Ownership
Notebooks purchased by the student remain the property of the student.
The College reserves the right to confiscate any Notebooks/Ipad/ICT equipment due to
breaches to these guidelines.
Audits
The College will from time to time conduct an internal audit of its computer network,
Internet access facilities, computers and other College ICT equipment/devices, or may
commission an independent audit. If deemed necessary, auditing of the College
computer system will include any stored content, and all aspects of its use, including
email. An audit may also include any Notebooks or iPads provided or subsidised
by/through the College or subsidised by a College-related source such as the
Department of Education and Early Childhood Development.
Breaches of these guidelines and the Student Notebook User Agreement
Breaches to guidelines and the agreement can undermine the values of the College and
the safety of the learning environment, especially when ICT is used to facilitate
misconduct.
Such a breach which is deemed harmful to the safety of the College such as
involvement with inappropriate or illegal material, anti-social activities such as
harassment and bullying and possession of Peer-to-Peer software such as Limewire or
BitTorrent will constitute a significant breach of discipline and result in serious
consequences. A breach will result in the Notebook or ICT device being reimaged.
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Any further breaches of this nature will result in changes to the management of the
Notebook or ICT device. A college representative will respond and take appropriate
action regarding consequences of all breaches.
If there is a suspected breach involving privately-owned ICT on the College site or at a
College-related activity, the matter may be investigated by the College. The College may
request permission to audit that equipment/device(s) as part of its investigation into the
alleged incident.
Involvement with material which is deemed ‘age-restricted’, or ‘objectionable’ (illegal) is
a very serious matter, as is involvement in an activity which might constitute criminal
misconduct, such as harassment. In such situations, it may be necessary to involve law
enforcement, including federal police and agencies; in addition to any disciplinary
response made by the College as a result of its investigation.
Other aspects of the College’s cybersafety programme
Other cybersafety initiatives, such as cybersafety education supplied to the College
community can be found by browsing the web. This education plays a significant role in
the College’s overall cybersafety programme, and also helps keep children, young
people and adults cybersafe in all areas of their lives. If more information is required,
please contact the College. Two sites on cyber safety can be found at the following links:
1.

http://www.education.vic.gov.au/healthwellbeing/respectfulsafe/curriculum/contexts/cybersafety.htm	
  

2.

http://www.cybersmart.gov.au	
  

SECTION A (II) - GENERAL CYBERSAFETY RULES
These general rules have been developed to support the Harvester Technical
College Cyber safety Initiative’s outlined earlier.
Use of any ICT must be appropriate to the College environment and for educational
purposes only. The College’s computer network, Internet access facilities, computers
and other College ICT equipment/devices is to be used only for educational purposes.
This rule applies to use on or off the College site. If any other use is permitted, the
College will inform the user/s concerned.
Any student who has a signed an agreement with the College and allows another person
who has not signed a College user agreement, to use College ICT equipment and
systems is responsible and liable for that use.
Use of privately-owned/leased ICT equipment/devices on the College site, or at any
College-related activity must be appropriate to the College environment. This includes
any images or material present/stored on privately-owned/leased ICT equipment/devices
brought onto the College site or to any College related activity. It also includes the use of
mobile phones. Any queries should be discussed with the campus principal.
When using College ICT, or privately-owned ICT on the College site or at any Collegerelated activity, users must not:
Ø initiate access to inappropriate or illegal material – including but not limited to
adult content, online gaming sites, gambling sites, social networking sites such
as Facebook. The use of Peer-to-Peer software is also prohibited.
Ø save or distribute such material by copying, storing or printing.
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In the event of accidental access of such material, users should:
1. not show others
2. close or minimise the window
3. report the incident
- Students should report to a teacher immediately
- Staff should report such access as soon as practicable to the campus
administration.
Under no circumstances should ICT be used to facilitate behaviour which is either
inappropriate in the College environment or illegal. Cyber Bullying will not be tolerated.
Individual user name and password. If access is required to the College computer
network, computers and Internet access using College facilities, it is necessary to obtain
a personal user account from the College.
Confidentiality of passwords. It is important to keep passwords confidential and not
shared with anyone else.
Access by another person. Users should not allow another person access to any
equipment/device login under their own user account, unless with special permission
from the eLearning Coordinator or Campus principal. (Any inappropriate or illegal use of
the Harvester Technical College computer facilities and other College ICT
equipment/devices may be traced by means of this login information.)
Appropriate use of email. Those provided with individual, class or group e-mail
accounts are expected to use them in a responsible manner and in accordance with the
Student Notebook User Agreement and Notebook Operation Guidelines. This includes
ensuring that no electronic communication could cause offence to others or harass or
harm them, put the owner of the user account at potential risk, or in any other way be
inappropriate in the College environment.
Disclosure of personal details
For personal safety, users should be very careful about revealing personal information
about themselves, such as home or email addresses, or any phone numbers including
mobile numbers. Nor should such information be passed on about others.
Care of ICT equipment/devices
All ICT equipment/devices should be cared for in a responsible manner and especially
ensuring that Notebooks and iPads are carried in the bags or cases provided.
Any damage, loss or theft must be reported immediately to the eLearning Coordinator
and Campus principal In the event of theft, a police statement must be made as soon as
practically possible.
At school, when Notebooks or iPads are not being used or carried by the individual they
should be securely stored in a locked locker.
All users are expected to practice sensible use to limit wastage of computer resources or
bandwidth. This includes unnecessary Internet access, uploads or downloads.
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Connecting software/hardware
Users must not attempt to download, install or connect any unauthorised software or
hardware onto College ICT equipment, including but not limited to student Notebooks
and iPads or utilize such software/hardware. This includes use of such technologies as
Bluetooth, infrared, and wireless, such as mobile broadband internet, and any other
similar technologies which may be developed. Any user with a query or a concern about
this issue should speak to the eLearning Coordinator.
In a special case where permission has been given by the eLearning Coordinator or
Campus principal to connect or install privately-owned equipment/devices or software, it
is with the understanding that the College may scan this equipment/device/software at
any time thereafter as part of a regular or targeted security check, such as for viruses.
Copyright and licensing
Copyright laws and licensing agreements must be respected. This means no
involvement in activities such as illegally copying material in any format, copying
software, downloading copyrighted video or audio files, using material accessed on the
Internet in order to plagiarise, or illegally using unlicensed products. This means that
students are not to have limewire or torrents or any other peer to peer software on the
Notebooks. If students are found in breach of these guidelines the Notebook will be
reimaged immediately.
The College will provide software which is in accordance with the copyright laws and
must only be installed on College leased or owned equipment. Once equipment
ownership transfers outside of the College it is only legal to have installed the software
which originally came with the computer and copyright laws and licensing agreements
become the responsibility of the equipment holder.
Posting material
All material submitted for publication on the College Internet/Intranet should be
appropriate to the College environment.
Such material can be posted only by those given the authority to do so by the eLearning
Coordinator or Campus principal. The eLearning Coordinator should be consulted
regarding links to appropriate websites being placed on the College Internet/Intranet (or
browser homepages) to provide quick access to particular sites.
There is only one official website relating to the College with which there should be
involvement unless approval has been given by the eLearning Coordinator or Campus
principal.
Queries or concerns
Staff and students should take any queries or concerns regarding technical matters to
the eLearning Coordinator or Campus principal
Queries or concerns regarding other cybersafety issues should be taken to the
eLearning Coordinator or Campus principal In the event of a serious incident which
occurs when the eLearning Coordinator or Campus principal are not available, another
member of Principal Class Team should be notified immediately.
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Section B – Information Specifically For Harvester
Technical College Students
SECTION B (I) Additional information
While at College or a College-related activity, you must not have involvement with any
material or activity which might put yourself at risk. The use of social networking sites,
including but not limited to Facebook are therefore prohibited. As well, you must not at
any time use ICT to upset, harass, or harm anyone else in the College community, or the
College itself, even if it is meant as a ‘joke’. Unacceptable use could include acts of a
malicious or nuisance nature, invasion of privacy, harassment, bullying, hacking, altering
the settings on any ICT device or equipment without authorisation, plagiarism, gaming,
impersonation/identity theft, spoofing, gambling, fraud, copyright infringement, or
cheating in an examination. Behaviour the College may need to respond to also include
the use of websites to facilitate misconduct which puts at risk the safety of the College
environment.
If any privately-owned ICT equipment/device, such as a Notebook, desktop, PDA,
mobile phone, camera, or recording device, portable storage (like a USB or flash
memory device), is brought to College or a College-related activity, the College
cybersafety rules apply to that device. If you are not sure whether it is appropriate to
have a particular device at College or at a College-related activity, you are
expected to check with the relevant teacher before bringing it.
Monitoring
The College reserves the right at any time to check work or data on the College’s
computer network, Internet access facilities, computers and other College ICT
equipment/devices. For example, in order to help make sure that the College stays
cybersafe, teachers may at any time check student email or work. The eLearning Team
members also have the ability to remotely monitor College ICT equipment, via logs and
real-time screen viewing, including student Notebooks and iPads. You must not attempt
to prevent the ICT Management Team from remotely monitoring any ICT
equipment/device.
If there is a suspected breach of use agreement involving privately-owned ICT, the
matter may be investigated by the College. The College may ask to check or audit that
ICT equipment/device as part of its investigation into the alleged incident.
Consequences.
Depending on the seriousness of a particular breach, an appropriate response will be
made by the College. Possible responses could include one or more of the following: a
discussion with the student, informing parents/legal guardian/caregiver, reimaging of
Notebook/device, loss of administrator access to Notebooks/devices, loss of student
access to College ICT, taking disciplinary action. If illegal material or activities are
involved, it may be necessary for the College to inform the police and/or other
government departments.
Where Notebooks require reimaging due to a breach of this agreement, the
Notebook/ICT device will not be backed up before reimaging. There will be no
opportunity given to the student to back up their work.
The College reserves the right to confiscate the Notebook or iPad due to a breach in the
expectations listed in the Student Notebook User Agreement and Notebook Operation
Guidelines
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SECTION B (II) - ADDITIONAL RULES / RESPONSIBILITIES
Accessing the Internet at College on College ICT. The only time you can access the
internet at the College or on a College computer of any kind during class is when a
teacher gives permission and there is staff supervision. If other Internet access outside
of class on the College site or at a College-related activity is permitted, for example, via
a privately-owned Notebook, leased Notebook, mobile phone or any other ICT device, it
must be in accordance with the cybersafety rules in this agreement. While at school,
students are only to use the school student internet connection. Students are not to
connect to any external devices e.g. Phones, USB modems or other wireless networks
while at Harvester Technical College. Students found breaching these guidelines will
lose access to Harvester Technical College’s network, and Notebooks will be reimaged
immediately. Deliberate circumvention of school internet filtering, by use of third-party
software, external internet connections (such as ‘3 mobile internet’), or “anonymous
proxy” sites will result in the Notebook being immediately reimaged, the administrator
status of the student will be modified and the student’s ability to access the Harvester
Technical College network will be reviewed.
Borrowing College ICT.
If you have permission to use College ICT equipment at home or anywhere else away
from College, it must not be given to anyone else to use unless at the direction of a staff
member. The College ICT is to be used only for the purpose it was lent, and you should
explain this to your family or whoever else you are with. If a problem occurs, you must
report it to the relevant teacher straight away. You are responsible as you have signed
the Notebook User Agreement.
Mobile phones.
Cybersafety rules also apply to mobile phones. Students must not use mobile phones for
involvement with inappropriate material or activities, such as:
• Upsetting or harassing students, staff and other members of the College community
even as a ‘joke’.
• Inappropriately using text, MMS, email, photographs or film, phone messages, web
browsing, images or any other functions.
• During any assessment where such possession or use is specifically prohibited.
Care of the computers and other College ICT equipment/devices, and their
appropriate use includes:
You must not damage or steal any equipment, or try to damage the ICT network. If the
damage is deliberate, it will be necessary for the College to inform your parent/legal
guardian/caregiver who will have responsibility for the cost of repairs or replacement.
Students need permission from staff to:
• Print material when in the classroom situation. Any material printed out of class
must be appropriate in the College environment.
• Contribute material to the College Internet/Intranet site. As well, there should be no
student involvement in any unofficial College Internet/Intranet site which purports to
be representative of the College or of official College opinion.
• Send email to groups of users which are available on college e-mail/exchange
server(s).
• Only email to individual students and staff according to the e-mail agreements are to
be sent.
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Students must be considerate of other users. This includes:
• Sharing with other users and not monopolising equipment.
• Avoiding deliberate wastage of ICT-related resources including bandwidth, through
actions such as unnecessary printing, and unnecessary Internet access, uploads or
downloads.
• No intentional disruption of the smooth running of any computer or the College
network.
• Avoiding involvement in any incident in which ICT is used to send or display
messages/communications which might cause offence to others. Examples include
text messaging, email messages, or creating, displaying or sending inappropriate
graphics, and recording or playing inappropriate audio or video files.
• Obtaining permission from any individual before photographing, videoing or
recording them.
Respect for privacy, safety and security when using the Internet and ICT includes:
• If you accidentally access inappropriate, dangerous or illegal material you should:
1. Not show others
2. Close or minimize the window
3. Report the incident to a teacher immediately.
• You should use data storage devices such as USB and flash memory devices, only
in accordance with College regulations. This includes other portable devices such
as USB hard drives.
• You must have no involvement in any activity which could put at risk the security of
the College computer network or environment. For example, no involvement with
malware such as viruses or involvement with any form of electronic vandalism or
theft. This includes 'hacking' and any other physical or electronic activities that
provide unauthorized access to the College ICT.
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